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High-resolution electrical resistivity measurements (r,dr/dT) were performed in three series of
@Fe30ÅCrtÅ # multilayers in the temperature range 15–300 K, both at zero and under saturation
magnetic field. The different series were prepared by MBE on MgO~100! substrates, by sputtering
on MgO ~100! substrates, and by sputtering on Si~100! substrates. In the temperature range
15 K& T , 50 Kwe always observer 5 bT3 whereb is a sample-dependent constant, indicating the
dominance ofphonon-assistedinterband (s-d) electron scattering~r } T3 whenT ! UDebye!. For the
samples grown on MgO we observe thatb decreaseswith t~Cr! whereas for the samples grown on
Si, the coefficientb increaseswith t. ForT . 150 K the resistivity attains the classical dependence
with r } T also predicted by thiss-d model. In spite of these differences our results show that
r 5 b f (T) where f (T) is the same function of temperature for all the different samples studied.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous coarse measurements of the electrical resi
ity of Fe/Cr multilayers were analyzed in terms of electro
magnon scattering, giving an approximately quadratic dep
dence ofr(T) over the temperature range 20 K,T,100 K.1

Also, it has been known for some time that giant magneto
sistance is very sensitive to film preparation conditio
mainly due to the dependence of the magnetic coupling
the quality of the multilayer modulation, crystallograph
orientation, etc.2,3 In order to deepen our understanding
these problems we have performed a detailed compara
study of the temperature dependence of the electrical re
tivity ~r! and its temperature derivative (dr/dT) on three
sets of@Fe30Å /CrtÅ # 3 10 multilayers deposited by differen
techniques~MBE, sputtering! over different substrates~MgO
and Si!. Our objective is to identify dominant electron sca
tering mechanisms by using detailed measurements of
temperature derivative of the electrical resistivity, and to
veal structural film differences arising from different grow
conditions.

One series of samples was deposited by MBE over M
~100! substrates, with Cr-layer thicknessest59, 18, 21, 39,
and 57 Å. Another series was deposited by sputtering
MgO ~100! substrates, witht510, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 37, an
39 Å. The third series was deposited by sputtering over
~100! substrates, witht510, 16, 22, and 39 Å. Details of th
deposition techniques were reported elsewhere.4

The electrical resistivity measurements were perform
in the temperature range 15–300 K using the standard f
probe technique. Absolute values were obtained with
Van der Pauw method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the in
sic electrical resistivityri5r2r0 ~r0 is the residual resistiv-
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ity! in the temperature range 15,T,300 K, for the three sets
of samples. Also shown is the correspondingdr/dT tem-
perature dependence forT,150 K. We distinguish two dif-
ferent types of behavior between the three sets of sample
the samples deposited on MgO~by MBE and sputtering! the
intrinsic resistivity and its temperature derivative decrea
with increasingt~Cr! thickness whereas the reverse effe
occurs in the multilayers deposited on Si.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of the three
of Fe/Cr multilayers measured atH50 Oe:~a! deposited by MBE on MgO
substrates,~b! deposited by sputtering on MgO substrates, and~c! deposited
by sputtering on Si substrates. Graphs~d!, ~e!, and~f! show the correspond-
ing dr/dT curves. Results for sputtered samples on MgO are multiplied
2 for clarity.
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In principle, in the temperature range reported he
electron–phonon (s-s), electron–magnon, and phono
assisted interband (s-d) electron scattering may b
operative.5,6 It has been claimed that electron–magnon sc
tering, giving aT2 dependence inr, is dominant in the tem-

FIG. 2. Linear fits to the curvesdr/dT vs T2 measured atH50 Oe on all
the Fe/Cr multilayers studied, in the temperature range;15–50 K.

FIG. 3. Slope~b! of the linear fits to the curvesdr/dT vsT2 obtained on all
the Fe/Cr multilayers studied, both at zero and at saturation magnetic
Inset is the residual resistivityr0 vs t~Cr! for all the Fe/Cr samples studie
here.
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t-perature range 20–100 K.1 Strictly this would lead to a linear
temperature dependence indr/dT, which is not supported by
our dr/dT data@Figs. 1~d!–1~f!#.

In fact, for 15 K&T,50 K we observe aT2 dependence
in dr/dT for all the Fe/Cr multilayers studied, as shown
Fig. 2. This means thatr i5bT3, suggesting the dominanc
of phonon-assisted interbands-d electron scattering6 in that
temperature range@rsd}lattice specific heat}~T/U!3 whenT
is considerably less than the Debye temperatureU;5 U;450
K in our case#. From the linear fits shown in Fig. 2 we hav
determinedb for all the measured Fe30ÅCrtÅ multilayers.
The apparently small role played by electron–magnon s
tering could be due to the fact that magnons cannot ext
over the whole multilayer due to interface roughness a
defects. The relative contribution of the spin-flip term, co
ing from collision with extended magnons, is then small
remarked earlier.7

For T.50 K the exponentn ~in r;Tn! progressively
decreases, reflecting the expected decay of lattice quan
tion effects and leading to the classical linear increase of
resistivity with temperature~n51; T*150 K in our case!.

Besides zero-magnetic-field measurements, we have
performedr, dr/dT measurements under magnetic satu
tion in the same temperature range. We observe a system
decrease in the absolute resistivity due to the magnetore
tance effect, but the intrinsic resistivityr i(T)5r(T)2r0
again follows ar i5bT3 dependence in the temperatu
range;15–50 K, with slightly higherb values than in zero
field.

ld.

FIG. 4. Intrinsic resistivity measured at~a! zero and~b! saturation magnetic
field vsb for the Fe/Cr multilayers studied. All the points for each tempe
ture fall in the same line going through the origin; it indicates th
r5b f (T), where f (T) is a universal function of temperature.
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Figure 3 shows the dependence ofb on the Cr-layer
thickness, both for zero field and under magnetic saturat
For MgO-deposited multilayersb decreaseswith increasing
Cr thickness, whereas for the samples deposited on Si thb
coefficientincreaseswith t~Cr!. The observed dependence
the residual resistivity on the Cr-layer thickness is shown
the inset of Fig. 3. Strikingly, ther0 vs t~Cr! dependence is
similar to that ofb vs t~Cr!, indicating a correlation betwee
them.

By plotting the intrinsic resistivityri
k for different

samplesk, at any temperature, as a function of the cor
spondingbk coefficient~obtained from the low temperatur
fits referred above!, we find good straight lines through th
origin, containing the experimental points from all th
samples studied here, at that particular temperature~Fig. 4!.
This means that the intrinsic resistivity can be written as

r i
k~T!5bkf ~T!,

where f (T) is a universal function of temperature, going
T3 at low temperatures and asT at high temperatures. Thi
suggests the dominance of a single physical mechanism
the electrical resistivity over the whole temperature ran
;15–300 K, for all the Fe/Cr multilayers studied. Th
mechanism is here attributed to phonon-assisted interb
s-d electron scattering. The slope of the linear fits to theri

k

vsbk shown in Fig. 4 is slightly higher for samples measur
at saturation field than the corresponding one in the sam
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measured at zero magnetic field. This means that the fu
tion f (T) is slightly different in both cases, which arise
from the temperature dependence ofDr5r~T,H50!
2r~T,H.Hsat!. In our AF-coupled samplesDr is propor-
tional to T2 at low temperatures, as expected for strong
tiferromagnetic coupling as in Fe/Cr multilayers.8
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